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Abstract
We explored two approaches based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks on the Quora
duplicate question dataset. The first model uses a Siamese architecture with the learned representations from a single LSTM running on both sentences. The second method uses two LSTMs with the
two sentences in sequence, and the second attending on the first (word-by-word attention). Our best
model achieved 79.5% F1 with 83.8% accuracy on the test set.
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Introduction

Understanding semantic relatedness of sentences would allow understanding of much of the user-generated content
on the internet, such as on Quora. In this paper we address the problem of actual duplication or exact semantic
coincidence between questions. Solving this problem would be useful to helping Quora organize and deduplicate their
knowledge base.
The pairs of questions in our problem will be already similar in that they have many low document-frequency words
in common; however, the negative examples will have subtle semantic differences. Some of the differences are due to
different scopes of each question. For example, a question asking why something happens is different for a question
asking whether that thing happens. Conversely, our model needs to recognize when two questions use different words
and phrases with the same semantic meaning, or the users’ intended questions are the same and would elicit the same
answers. Our model tries to learn these patterns.
1.1

Data

The Quora duplicate questions public dataset contains 404k pairs of Quora questions.1 In our experiments we excluded
pairs with non-ASCII characters. We split the data randomly into 243k train examples, 80k dev examples, and 80k test
examples. To validate the dataset’s labels, we did a blind test on 200 randomly sampled instances to see how well an
independent person’s judgements would agree with the given labels (see last row of [3]). For preprocessing, we used
the tokenizer in the nltk Python package.
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Background/Related Work

Previous work on semantic relatedness of sentences has focused on logical inference and entailment through based on
the Stanford Natural Language Inference Corpus 2 . The first of these papers which focused on attention methods using
LSTMs was Rocktaschel et al. (2015) [1] which introduced word-by-word attention methods with the hypothesis
attending on the premise.
An important difference between our problem and the entailment problem is that our problem is posed with an inherent
symmetry between the two sentences. We limit our approaches to symmetric ones, including running pairs twice in
the sequence-to-sequence model with one-sided attention.
1
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https://data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/
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Approach

3.1

Embeddings

We used GloVe pre-trained word vectors to initialize our word embeddings.3 After experimenting with different
dimensions, we found the 300-dimensional vectors worked best for our problem. We initialized training words not
contained in GloVe to small random vectors. We experimented with both fixed and trainable embeddings.
3.2

Bag of words approach

As a baseline, we used methods based on the mean and elementwise-maximum of embeddings of words in each
sentence. We tried one- and two-layer Siamese networks which take the weighted inner product of these vectors
between the two sentences. We also added Euclidean distance and element-wise product as features.
3.3

Siamese LSTM approach

Let L be the maximum sentence length, and H be the hidden size. We use a single LSTM to produce output vectors
(1)
(2)
at the sentence level, hL and hL , from the word-level embeddings for the first L words in each sentence. We
then add a sentence length feature to each hL , and take Hadamard product, squared difference, squared Euclidean
(1)
(2)
distance, as well as the original hL and hL , and feed it into one or two feed-forward layers which go to a softmax
for the prediction. The LSTM cells are implemented with the standard equations for the gates, where xt are the word
embeddings at the t-th word
it
ft
ot
c̃t
ct
ht

= σ(W (i) xt + U (i) ht−1 )
= σ(W (f ) xt + U (f ) ht−1 )
= σ(W (o) xt + U (o) ht−1 )
= tanh(W (c) xt + U (c) ht−1 )
= ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c̃t
= ot ◦ tanh(ct ).

Here σ(x) is the sigmoid function, h0 is initialized to be zero, and the parameters W (i) , W (f ) , W (o) , W (c) ∈ RH×k
and U (i) , U (f ) , U (o) , U (c) ∈ RH×H , where k is the embedding size.
Figure 1: Siamese architecture. The same LSTM is used to produce the two representations.
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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3.4

Sequence-to-sequence Word-by-word Attention

The sequence-to-sequence model uses two LSTMs (with separate parameters) where the last state of the first LSTM
is passed to the second. Running on our pairs of questions, we made this model symmetric by running the sequenceto-sequence in both orderings of the pair and averaging the h∗ from each output.
For the attention mechanism, we have, as in Rocktaschel [1] (11)-(14)
αt
rt
h∗
ŷ

= softmax(score(Y, ht ))
= Y αtT + tanh(W t rt−1 )
= tanh(W p rL + W x hN )
= softmax(W h∗ + b).

(1)

Here Y ∈ H × L is the concatenation of the output vectors of the first sentence, rt ∈ Rk where r0 is initialized to
zero, the parameters W y , W h , W r , W t , W p , W x ∈ RH×H . The final line represents the feed-forward of h∗ ; this may
be instead two or more dense layers.
Figure 2: Attention scoring mechanism of a single word over all words in first sentence

The model in [1] uses a scoring that is additive between Y and ht (2a). We also considered a bilinear scoring type
to try to include interactions between Y and ht (2b). Here eL ∈ RL is a vector of 1’s to broadcast the matrix it is
multiplying through outer product.
 T
y
h
r
(2a)

 w tanh(W Y + (W ht + W rt−1 ) ⊗ eL )
T
h
r
Y
((W
h
+
W
r
)
⊗
e
)
(2b)
score(Y, ht ) =
t
t−1
L

T



h
Y ; X1 ((W [ ht ; xt + W r rt−1 ) ⊗ eL )
(2c)
The motivation behind the third scoring type (2c) was that adding the original embeddings would have a kind of
regularizing effect through fresh, more objective and less contextualized representations, or to bring up concepts that
the LSTM may have overlooked. We thought it would encourage the attention mechanism to match words that are
synonymous since you essentially inner product together the original embeddings, and this would be favorable based
on the visualizations of the learned attention scoring in [1] (page 7).
3.5

Loss functions

We use the cross entropy loss over a softmax as a two-class classification problem, minimizing
n

J =−

1X
yi log(yˆi ).
n i=1

We also considered a margin-based loss.
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Experiments
Figure 3: Summary of main results
Model
Siamese with bag of words
Siamese with LSTM
Seq2Seq LSTM with Attention
Ensemble
Human (200 examples)

|θ|
602k
8.8M
381k
9.2M
-

precision
65.2
72.8
70.1
74.6
67.2

Dev
recall
F1
83.7
73.3
87.2
79.3
84.1
76.5
85.2
79.5
80.4
73.2

accuracy
77.4
83.3
80.9
83.9
83.5

precision
64.7
73.0
70.2
74.9
-

Test
recall
F1
84.2
73.2
86.8
79.3
83.7
76.4
84.7
79.5
-

accuracy
77.3
83.2
80.8
83.8
-

Figure 4: Example training process on a Siamese LSTM model (left) and confusion matrix on test data (right)

4.1

Hidden size / parameter size

In our explorations, we found the Siamsese LSTM performed well with a hidden size of about H = 1000. It would not
be possible to train the Seq2Seq model with word-by-word attention on a hidden size that large; in this model we used
a maximum hidden size of H = 256. In some sense the Seq2Seq model does reasonably well relative to its parameter
size.
4.2

Ensemble

We ensembled the best performing single model of the Siamese LSTM with the best single model of Seq2Seq with Attention. This gave us a slight lift over the best Siamese LSTM even though the Attention model performs significantly
worse alone.
4.3

Training details

For speed of development we used L=35 based on the distribution of sentence length; however, all methods would
perform better with a higher maximum length (the median sentence length is 10-11 words, and the maximum is
around 120 words). We used TensorFlow’s dynamic rnn to be able to unroll the LSTM by sentence length within
batches. We found a staircase learning rate with decay factor of 0.9 worked best. We did masking in by multiplying
elementwise by the binary mask, and in attention by adding the logarithm of the binary mask to score(Y, ht ). We used
the AdamOptimizer implemented in tensorflow and tried a different learning rates.
4.4

Dropout and regularization

We used the TensorFlow DropoutWrapper on the LSTM cells. We found it is very important not to use dropout on the
h(1) and h(2) vectors independently since we are looking at their similarity and doing so would distort the similarity
4

signal. Since we did not use dropout on the h activations, we used l2 regularization on the W parameter. On the
Siamese LSTM model, we did a small grid search on the Dev set over dropout [0.7, 0.8, 0.95], λ [0.1, 0.5, 0.2], and
learning rate [3e−4 , 6e−4 , 1e−3 ]; however, the model’s major parameter was the hidden size.
4.4.1

Attention word-by-word patterns

Figure 5: Trained word by word attention scoring on example sentences using different scoring functions. The 1st
column is additive scoring (2a); 2nd column is bilinear scoring (2b); 3rd column is bilinear adding the original embeddings (2c).

These patterns are perplexing for us in comparison to the Rocktaschel paper [1], and it is possible that the model did
not train the word-by-word scoring weights in any conceptual and generalizable way. However, it is not necessarily
true that these patterns are expected to be the same as the entailment word-by-word patterns in [1] where the model
found high attention on pairs of words that were similar or highly related. In our problem, our pairs of questions are
already sampled to have matching words, and the problem over this distribution is more focused on difference than
similarity. For example, the difference between starting a question with “how” versus “why” is critical and it would
make sense for later words in the question to focus on these first words.
At the very least, adding attention on the individual word outputs (ht ’s) of the first LSTM on the first sentence is better
than just taking the last cell’s output and passing it into the next LSTM and taking the output from the last cell of the
second LSTM. We validated that sequence-to-sequence models with any of the three attention methods perform better
than without any attention.
Figure 6: Attention methods scoring detail
Score Type
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

Dev Precision
70.0
69.9
70.1

Dev Recall
80.0
83.9
84.1

Dev F1
74.7
76.3
76.5

Dev Acc
80.1
80.8
80.9

The third scoring function (2c) seemed to do as well or slightly better, though for different reasons than intended.
A possible interpretation is that this scoring function had a kind of regularizing effect where the model mostly pays
attention to the question mark, where the whole sentence’s meaning is resolved, and also a little to earlier important
resolution points in the sentence. The earlier parts of sentence focus on earlier parts of sentence, and the end focuses
on final ht which is entire sentence processed. In this way it becomes an intermediate model between a sequence-to5

sequence model without attention or a siamese model which only takes the last cell memory or output from the first
sentence, and full pairwise word to word attention.
4.5

Qualitative analysis

We looked at the pairs in the Dev set which contributed most to the loss (positive examples with the lowest predicted
logits and negative examples with the highest predicted logits).

N.1.a.
N.1.b.
N.2.a.
N.2.b.
N.3.a.
N.3.b.

Figure 7: Selected most strongly mispredicted negative examples (false positives)
How does weight loss transformation affect your personality ?
Did your weight loss transformation affect your personality ?
Can Aam Aadmi Party win the 2015 Delhi election ?
What are the possibilities of Aam Aadmi Party winning the Delhi elections ?
How should I start writing on Quora ?
How should I start writing answers on Quora ?

Figure 8: Selected most strongly mispredicted positive examples (false negatives)
P.1.a. Which is the best coaching institute for the GMAT ?
P.1.b. Which is the best coaching for GMAT ? Is it Byju’s , Jamboree , Manya Princeton , Pythagurus ,
CrackVerbal , Meritnation or EduShastra ?
P.2.a. Why do you use a capo d’astro ?
P.2.b. When does a guitarist need to use a capo dastro ?
We believe some of these negative examples ([N1-N3]) may be mislabeled or ambiguous, which is why our model
was so confident they were positive. In the positive examples, the questions require a lot of background knowledge to
understand their relationship. For example in [P2], you need to know that capo d’astro is only or primarily used by
guitarist, thus making the scopes of the questions the same.
Figure 9: Selected correctly predicted positive examples (true positives)
P.5.a. Will the Supreme Court’s decision of playing the National Anthem before movie screenings affect your patriotism?
P.5.b. What’s your stand on the recent Supreme Court’s order about national anthem in cinema halls?
P.6.a. Is our universe just a computer simulation ?
P.6.b. Could our universe actually be a computer program ?

Figure 10: Selected correctly predicted negative examples (true negatives)
N.5.a. How many two-digit numbers can you form using the digits 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 without repetition?
N.5.b How many two-digit numbers can you form using the digits 1,2,5,7,8 and 9 without repetition?
In these correctly predicted examples, [P5] needed to recognize that the two words “decision” and “order”, as well as
“movie” and “cinema” were semantically the same or very similar—or at least that they were not so different that they
would make the two sentences divergent in meaning. This depends on the word embeddings, trained or untrained,
and also the LSTM(s) to process the sequence. Similarly in [P6], the model needed to recognize that “program” had
similar meaning as “simulation”. In the negative example [N5], as the LSTM needs to process a sequence of numbers,
the output of a sequence of 10 consecutive numbers in N.5.a. must have been different enough from the output of a
sequence of 6 consecutive numbers.
4.6

Out-of-vocabulary handling

We loaded the GloVe vectors for all of the Train, Dev, and Test sets in our dictionary; the words that were not in Train
were not touched during training time. We realized at the last minute that we were not training the Unk vector since
we put all of our training words in the vocabulary. We tried assigning words to the Unk vector randomly with a 1%
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probability in training, so the Unk vector can pick up a good value that fits in the embedding distribution—this would
act as a kind of dropout over the vocabulary.
We looked at the performance on pairs of questions containing out-of-vocabulary words versus overall. These statistics
are based on a bag of words model.
Overall
Having out-of-vocabulary words

Dev precision
64.7
69.8

Dev recall
84.2
59.8

Dev F1
73.2
64.4

Number Instances
80k
14k

As expected, the model performs worse on pairs with out-of-vocabulary words because it does not have the embeddings
to fit to those words and can only extract a generic signal from them.
4.6.1

Analysis by sentence length

We took relative sentence length as the percentage difference in number of words from the longer of the two sentences.
These performance statistics are based on an early version of the siamese LSTM model.
Overall
Relative length <20%
20% <Relative length <40%
Relative length >40%

Dev precision
75.0
76.1
75.4
74.7

Dev recall
81.4
83.4
79.3
74.6

Dev F1
78.5
79.6
77.3
74.7

Number Instances
80k
39k
23k
15k

This breakdown shows a significant decline in performance on pairs with higher relative length difference. It is likely
that pairs with high relative length difference will tend to be inherently harder to predict correctly; at the same time,
length differences of 2x should probably not be an issue in sentence embeddings produced from an LSTM which
should encapsulate the semantic meaning of the sentence; thus this information gives us an area for improvement.
4.6.2

Blind study findings

Our blind study on 200 sampled rows of the dev set found 83.5% match rate with the dataset’s labels (see last row of
[3]). There is a caveat that we were not given the same instructions as the original judges. The F1 score was fairly
centered, with recall a bit higher than precision. In doing this test, we found a couple inconsistencies with the labeling.
When one question’s subject is a principal component or identifying characteristic of the other question’s subject, it is
not clear whether the correct label should be True or False. For example, the pair
P.11.a. Were the Clintons paid by the Clinton Foundation?
P.11.b. Was Chelsea Clinton really paid $700,000 a year working for the Clinton Foundation ?
is marked Positive for being the same, but the pair
N.11.a. What does follow mean on Quora ?
N.11.b. What do “upvote”, “downvote”,“follow” a question mean on Quora ?
is marked Negative.
We think this difference in labels shows an inconsistency since the two pairs are related in a similar way. Chelsea
Clinton is a member of the Clinton family and the [P.11.b] is asking about a specific amount she was paid, but this
specific occurrence is identifying and characteristic of the concept in [P.11.a]. In [N.11.a], the “follow” button and is a
principal component of the topic in [N.11.b] (all three buttons), and any answer to [N.11.b] would contain an answer
to [N.11.a].
There are also a few pairs that directly contradict other pairs. For example
P.12.a. What was the significance of the battle of Somme, and how did this battle compare and contrast to
the Battle of Riyadh?
P.12.b. What was the significance of the battle of Somme, and how did this battle compare and contrast to
the Battle of France?
N.12.a. What was the significance of the battle of Somme, and how did this battle compare and contrast to
7

the Battle of Taiyuan?
N.12.b. What was the significance of the battle of Somme, and how did this battle compare and contrast to
the Battle of Eslands River?
The first pair is labeled as positive and the second pair is labeled as negative, even though the pairs’ relationships are
identical. (These may have been included intentionally to test the crowdsourcing—there are about 235 pairs exactly
like this example with varying labels.)
4.7

Comparison to Quora’s results and further development

On one hand, we believe our results are not directly comparable to Quora’s result of 88% F1 and 87% accuracy [11]
in that we did not use the same embeddings and did not do the same preprocessing. Their results were based on word
embeddings trained on a corpus of Quora data. We believe that a significant part of the gap in results (though not at
all close to all of it) may be due to a difference in embeddings and lack of coverage of our pretrained embeddings.
Also, based on our blind study and our experience so far with the data, their results may be at the very limit of what is
possible on this dataset and their models might be highly specialized to predict on Quora platform questions (versus
general questions of a certain length).
Since user-inputed language on an online platform is more free and has more variations than standard English, or the
language in Wikipedia (which GloVe was trained on), we feel our results can be greatly improved fundamentally by
using character-based models, engineering overlap features, as well as minor developments such as using features like
Named Entity tags and attempting spelling corrections. We might also use separate models for high string similarity
cases and large relative-length difference cases; this may work better in practice though theoretically it should not be
necessary. In addition to improving performance, these implementations would give a very new perspective to the
problem.

5

Conclusion

In this project, we produced competitive results on the Quora duplicate dataset problem using two basic architectures
with LSTMs, and played with scoring methods in the attention mechanism. In the given time we reached 79.5% F1
and 83.8% accuracy. The Siamese LSTM architecture (with an order of magnitude more parameters) outperformed
the sequence-to-sequence with attention methods, though the attention methods were also well above the bag of words
baseline. We are still actively developing our methods and look forward to improving our performance further.
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